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Message from the Chair

Hello Members,

This will be my last message to you as Chair as I am standing down at the AGM. Having
been on the committee for almost ten years, first as Secretary, then as Chair, I would like
to take a break. I am still deeply involved with the Association nationally and have lots to
do in that role.
Having more time will give me the opportunity to do what I love – spin, weave and make
things from these endeavours.
We have had a fantastic celebration year starting with the coloured bags we all received
at the start of the year, followed by a hugely successful Fleece Fair and Open Day in
June and then our lovely 70th Anniversary Exhibition of work at the Red Brick Building.
One of the benefits of these activities is that our Guild membership has grown to over
100 with more expected to join at the AGM. We are now one of the largest Guilds in the
UK.
I have put the best of the photographs from the Exhibition on to the Guild website for you
to use. Next year is the National Exhibition again. It will be held in Lancashire at Leigh
Mills with a theme of “Cotton, Canals and Coal” reflecting the history of the area. I hope
our Guild puts in a good selection of items again and would encourage everyone to think
about submitting a piece of work. Looking at the Exhibition items in August, there is a lot
of talent out there so please show it off. I already have my two items, one made and one
in progress.
I will not disappear from the Guild but will be sitting out there amongst you all with my
spinning wheel or other equipment. I am happy to support anyone who asks on national
or local craft initiatives.
Thank you for all your good will and cooperation over the years. Have a great Xmas and
New Year!

Janet Maher
Chairperson

Tea/coffee Rota 2020
We usually publish the tea rota in the November Newsletter. However, as there were
quite a few people missing at the October meeting, there are still some slots unfilled. We
will be going around at the November meeting to fill in these slots.
The full rota will be published with the printed Annual Programme at the AGM.

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting for 2019 will be held on 18th January at 11.00am. If you
have any proposals that you would like considered by the Guild, please send to Janet
Maher by Friday 21st December so they can be incorporated into the AGM papers. You
will need someone to second any proposal you make.
We will have three definite vacancies to fill on the committee:




Chairperson (Janet is standing down after almost ten years on the committee)
Programme Secretary (Lesley is also standing down)
One ordinary Committee member

We have a nomination for the Committee member as Mandy Stead has agreed to take
over the organisation of the Fleece Fair.
There are no nominations, as yet, for the other two key roles. If you wish to join the
Committee and help us run the Guild, let us know. Job specifications for the Chair and
Programme Secretary have been circulated.
You will receive copies of the AGM papers at the beginning of January via email. For
those members with postal membership, papers will be sent out in the New Year once
the post is back to normal.
Please let us know if you cannot attend.
Janet Maher

Guild Competitions 2019
The theme for all the Guild competitions this year was “Variation on a single colour” and
we were pleased to have Amanda Hannaford as the judge for the spinning competition in
October and Anna Buruma (our speaker) for the dyeing competition in September.
Dyeing Competition
The winners of the dyeing competition were Kathy Wright for the Novice Class and
Barbara Spicer for the Not so Novice Class. Well done to both.

Barbara Spicer with Anna Buruma
Kathy Wright with Anna Buruma

Spinning Competition
Amanda was impressed with the entries to the spinning competition albeit a very small
number.
She chose the entry by Kathy Wright on fractal spinning using variations on royal blue as
the winner.
She commended the entry from Sophie Fovargue for the variations on the colour purple
and Barbara Spicer for her entry using yellows through greens.

70th Anniversary Exhibition
The Exhibition exceeded all expectations from the number and quality of entries to the
fantastic design and layout created by Sarah Basham. Overall there were 215 entries
from members representing all of the craft areas we practise as a Guild.
The Mayor of Glastonbury and Libby Henson of the RBST
opened the Exhibition. Over the course of the five days
we had over 300 visitors. The shop selling items made by
members did very well and the number of Exhibition items
sold was more than at the National Exhibition at Killerton.
Everything was made possible by the unstinting work of
the planning committee who put in many hours. Caroline
Murray-Gourlay built sections of the set for the display of
items. She also made a lot of the kits that were available
for sale. Kathy Wright put the Exhibition catalogue
together. Lesley Took managed the publicity for the event
and secured articles in Somerset Life, British Fibre Arts
magazine and the Association Journal. Norma Sanders
took the minutes of our meetings, which helped keep us
on track. Willow Iredale took charge of conveying the
entries safely to the Red Brick building and returning them
to Janet’s house. Lisa King-Smith did the catering for the lovely range of snacks
available at the Private View. Carol Mellish took responsibility for getting volunteers for
stewarding and organising the schedule to cover the five days. Janet convened the
planning committee to ensure we delivered the event to the standard we wanted.

Everyone on the committee worked flat out to bring it all together on 31st July –
exhausting yet rewarding work. We were very grateful to the members who stayed
behind on the last day to help with the ‘take down’.
A big positive outcome has been new members to the Guild – some from the Exhibition
and some from the Fleece Fair and Open Day.
A gallery of photos has been posted on the website for everyone to see. A small sample
has been selected to whet the appetite if you were not able to make it to the Exhibition.

An Approach to Design: Norah Ball
th

20 July 2019

Norah believes that science and art should not be separated; the two are closely linked
and further collaboration should be encouraged to facilitate a more rounded approach to
design and to life in general. Norah based a body of recent work on her study of the skull
of a deer.
In the past, Nora studied for an HNC in textiles, a course on felting, a City and Guilds
Certificate in embroidery and the Bradford Course in weaving. She recommends that
people take the AGWSD courses, for example at Summer School, because, although the
colleges teach “textile design” they have little or no idea about the practicalities of the
weaving process. On the other hand, AGWSD courses may be less thorough in artistic
awareness and perhaps this should be addressed.
Norah's embroidery course examined colour quite thoroughly; it taught her to keep
things simple, to think about the lines and geometrical shapes she was creating and
about the value of the tones she was using. The HNC in textile design was also useful
because it made use of Photoshop and this enabled her to manipulate colours and
shapes before she began to use any yarns or to put work on the loom. For example,
pictures of a plant were enhanced to emphasize the shape and to bring out the contrasts
between light and dark. These experiences have enabled Norah to make a personal
design breakthrough and whereas she had previously had work rejected for the AGWSD
bi- annual exhibition, she has now had several pieces accepted and has also had her
own exhibition. The use of other textile techniques can also be valuable in enabling one
to arrive at the best way of achieving a satisfactory design. For example: dyeing and
printing, locker-hooking, felt-making and the use of words, quotations and snatches of
poetry. An example of this was demonstrated in Norah's short video - flower pots in a
garden centre and was about “containment”, exploring the issues of colour, shape,
texture, etc. Having looked at the pots, Norah then became aware that the pots were
wrapped in newspaper, furthermore the paper came from China and pictures of the
people and landscapes were on them, together with beautiful and fascinating Chinese
characters and calligraphy. This led her on to think about the lifestyle, and experience of
the people, their music, dance, the sounds of everyday life..........and all from a pile of
flowerpots.
We ended the afternoon using simple words together with painting techniques to make
quick watercolour designs which we may use as part of a future design.
Lesley Took

Visit to Alpha Alpacas
th

Saturday 17 August

I am constantly amazed at the number of things I have learned as a member of Guilds of
Weavers, Spinners and Dyers – the unknown unknowns, you might say! Well, a whole
new area opened up for me during our visit to Alpha Alpacas, just over the border in
West Dorset. Di Davies, who founded Alpha Alpacas, made us very welcome and talked
to us at the barn on her property before walking us around us around to meet the
animals. Di has a herd of about 70 alpacas which she started in with some females
imported from Australia.
Alpacas, vicunas and lamas are actually hump-less members of the camel family but
somehow they were isolated in South America whilst their cousins with humps were
confined to Africa and Asia. The alpacas were domesticated centuries ago by the Inca
people in the Andes, who used them for their meat and their fleece and they no longer
exist as a wild species. The lama was also domesticated by the Inca and was used as a
beast of burden. It could be ridden for short distances and also carried great loads up
and down the mountains. On the mountain farms and in villages, the two animal groups
were often kept overnight in the same pens and unfortunately, being genetically close
cousins, their DNA became mixed. The result was that true alpacas almost died out and
one of the tasks of modern breeders has been to get the lama DNA back out of alpacas
by carefully selecting and breeding back to the purest strains.
There are now two strains of alpaca; the Suri and the
Huacaya. The Suri has a smoother, silky, lustrous
coat, whereas the Huacaya has crimp, so produces a
loftier yarn. The Alpha Alpacas we met were all
Huacaya and were a variety of colours; from white
through greys to black, and through creams and
beige to brown and red. Di has been working on
breeding the purest white she can obtain because it
can then be dyed and it does take dye beautifully.

Being herd animals, the alpaca would generally live in small family groups with a male in
charge. However, they are happy as a largish group of females with the males kept
separately. Di Davies takes advantage of this to use her male group for a stud business.
Gestation takes 11 months and alpaca babies, (cria) are born in June, July and August so there were some youngsters for us to ooh and aah over!
Some members of the group bought fibre to spin at home and the choice of colour and
micron count was overwhelming. A cup of tea completed our visit and we all agreed that
it had been a stimulating and worthwhile afternoon. Those who were unable to join us
should definitely have a look at the website on AlphaAlpacas.com.
Lesley Took

A History of Liberty Fabrics: Anna Buruma
st

21 September 2019

At the September meeting we were delighted to welcome Anna Buruma who manages
the Liberty's archive as our speaker.
Arthur Liberty worked in the textile trade for an importer of fabrics but in 1875 he
persuaded his future father-in-law to lend him £2,000 to set up his own business. He
took a shop on Regent Street in London and began to import silks and fine fabrics from
India. The business was an immediate success and he soon paid back the loan. He then
collaborated with a dyer in Leek (Staffs) to produce a range of colours for his Indian
gauzes in soft, delicate shades and these hung in the windows of the shop, attracting a
lot of attention from passers-by. The fabrics were absolutely innovative; they were light,
drapey and moved with the wearer, unlike the stiff brocades and bombazines of the
current Victorian fashions and they were utterly unsuitable for the bustles and crinolines
of ladies' formal wear. Liberty had a vision, however, and employed the help of an
architect to help him produce the softer, Grecian style dresses he envisaged for his
fabrics (think of the Pre-Raphaelite paintings like ‘The lady of Shallot’ and soft flowing
dresses with the bust defined by an X-shape) These styles became extremely popular
with wealthier ladies, continuing to sell until about 1911.
Liberty was keen to help revitalise the UK silk weaving industry and commissioned
fabrics from mills in Yarmouth, Bradford and Macclesfield. Some of these had a very
oriental look and many were lavishly embroidered with Japanese designs. Alongside the
silks, Liberty developed printed cottons, the forerunners of the famous Tana lawns which
were initially simple indigo prints but soon became much more sophisticated as Liberty
commissioned artists such as Lewis F Day, Jesse M King, Harry Napper and Christopher
Dresser to design for him and the prints became synonymous with the Art Nouveau
movement. Sadly, although we know the names of the designers, no records were kept
of who did what, so some of the most famous Liberty prints are anonymous and Anna
has tried unsuccessfully to trace the origins of many of them.

Liberty's peacock print -one of the most famous- But whose design?

In the 1890's Liberty also collaborated with the Littler dye works in Merton and eventually
bought them out. However, by the 1930s screen printing was taking over from the handcarved blocks and fashion in general was becoming more accessible. The Littler works
had to go in the 1950s but Liberty continued to innovate and refresh the stores with a
range of silk “propaganda” scarves printed during the war (they occasionally pop up on
the Antiques Road Show) and with “personalised” scarves printed with one's own name.
The shop window displays were always an important feature of the business – a “have
you seen.....? event for the fashion-conscious.
In the 1940s the Liberty's logo was redesigned and a whole range of souvenirs was
produced and displayed for the Festival of Britain (1951) and then in 1954 “Young
Liberty” arrived to attract the next generation of customers. Arthur Stewart Liberty set up
a new furniture department and took on a new group of designers including Lucienne
Day (textiles), Robin Day (furniture) and Colleen Farr (textiles). The latter set up a design
studio for Liberty and was then also invited to work at the Central School of Art and
Design. The two organisations were at the forefront of new design and innovation,
resulting in ranges of menswear and a revamping of the Art Nouveau prints with the
Lotus Collection in 1958. The designs were taken up by magazines like Harpers Bazaar
and there was a snow-ball effect with top young designers like Jean Muir and Mary
Quant keen to work for Liberty and trend-setting stars like John Lennon and David Bowie
wanting to be seen wearing the designs. Top fashion designers like Yves St Laurent and
Biba used the fabric designs in their collections in the 1960s and this trend has
continued through Cacharel and Vivianne Westwood, with Liberty designs spotted at the
Royal wedding in 2018.
Anna has collected 60,000 images of Liberty textile designs from at least 12 designers
and this is now a resource available to new designers. So we can be confident that the
designs will go on and on!
Leslie Took

Forthcoming Fibre Events
RHS Rosemoor Wool & Yarn Fest – Saturday 28th – Sunday
28th March 2020
Following on from the success in April 2019 of their first ever Wool & Yarn Fest, RHS
Rosemoor is pleased to announce the dates of their second show on Saturday 28th &
Sunday 29th March 2020, which we thought may be of interest to you.
Message from the organiser: Once again we aim to celebrate the multitude of ways that
wool and yarn can be used in our daily lives, from creative use to practical use. This year
we are looking to include not only crafts, but also information and practical advice for
local smallholders, including guidance on how to make best use of their fleeces, whether
just a few or larger quantities. We are looking to inspire our visitors to become involved
in learning new skills and take home wonderful gifts.
If you would like to be a stallholder at this event please contact Nichola Honey: emailnicholahoney@rhs.org.uk

or tel: 01805 626852

Skills Day October Guild Meeting
As always the skills day proved very popular with 36 members signed up for groups. On
this occasion the taster sessions were:
Lace Knitting with Julia Jones
Locker Hooking with Pam Mitchell
Tablet weaving with Phil Hocking
Fibre Blending with Marilyn Biggs
English Woollen Long Draw with Amanda Hannaford

The willingness of members with their expert
skills makes these days possible. So a big
thank you for running groups. They are
much appreciated based on the very
positive feedback from those members who
attended.
A sample from the locker hooking taster
session

Guild Xmas Social Event 21st December
We have held a social event for the past five years and the numbers attending have
increased each year, which hopefully means it is an enjoyable time. We have no sales
table, no raffle, no speaker and no tea rota on that day. People simply come along to sit,
chat and craft.
We do have a Secret Santa (optional) and, for those who are new to the Guild, this is a
secret gift (gift wrapped) costing no more than £5 and is craft related. Most members put
lots of thought into gifts in the last years and the only advice I can give in thinking about
what to get is to ask yourself if you would like the gift. Sadly, there are always the odd
one or two gifts that are less suitable. Please do think about the recipient and keep to
safe craft related items.
We also do a shared food table – actually two food tables as we have a vegetarian table
and non-veggie table. This worked really well last year and I still cannot believe the
amount of food we got though – the tables were piled high and it nearly all went.
However, that is what a celebration is about – good food and good company. You may
bring some alcohol to drink if you wish but this is not a requirement, only if you want to
indulge.
I look forward to seeing you on 21st December.
Janet Maher

For Sale
Most of the sales items have been published on the website already so we will not
repeat them in this Newsletter. As you know Margaret Knight is selling her equipment.
She has sold a lot but wishes to sell the rest and is reducing prices on some things.
Reconditioned Ashford Traditional Wheel now just £100

This wheel comes completely refurbished
with hand carders, Lazy Kate and with 6
bobbins. Great for a beginner – everything
you could need to start.
Please contact Janet Maher on 07703
829068 if interested

Eileen Chadwick’s Hebridean Wheel originally £250, now reasonable offers
This wheel belonged to Eileen
Chadwick one of our most
famous Guild members, author of
“The Craft of Hand Spinning”. It
would be great to keep this wheel
in the Guild.
It is a double drive wheel with
Lazy Kate, bobbins and distaff.
Please contact Janet Maher on
07703 829068 if interested

Provisional Programme 2020
Meetings begin at 10.30am at
Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

18th January
Dorset Buttons
Ros Atkins
AGM 11.00am
Pop up shop
15th February
Exmoor Horn Sheep
Lindy head
Committee Meeting

17th July
tbc
August Workshop
Dye workshop
Barbara Spicer
19th September
Talk on aspect of spinning tbc
Dyeing Competition
Committee Meeting

21st March
Braids
Shirley Berlin

20th September
Spinning workshop

18th April
Dawes Twine Works West Coker
Ross Aitken

17th October
Members’ skills Day
Spinning Competition

16th May
Joyce Meader
Title tbc
Committee Meeting

21st November
Weaving new fabrics from old
Riitta Sinkkonen-Davies
Weaving Competition
Committee Meeting

th
F20 June
Fleece Fair
Craft demonstrations

19th December
Social Event
Shared lunch and Secret Santa

Some of the titles and dates for the 2nd half of the year are yet to be confirmed. The
final programme will be published at the AGM when membership subscriptions are
renewed.

